Simulation of electron transport and secondary emission in a photomultiplier tube and experimental validation
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ABSTRACT

The electron amplification and transport within a photomultiplier tube (PMT) has been investigated by developing an in-house Monte Carlo simulation code. The secondary electron emission in the dynodes is characterized in the literature. Likewise, behavioral circuit models [2,6,7] were deployed to optimize the voltage supply electronics [11]. Their robustness against radiation damage [12] and quickly changing count rates [13] is actively investigated.

In spite of the abundant literature, we found that its behavior is not yet fully understood based on fundamental physics principles.

1. Introduction

The invention of the PMT, a device capable of detecting down to one single photon and generating an amplified electrical signal of it, dates back to almost a century ago [1,2]. Since then, its use has grown dramatically and its deployment pervades today a myriad of fields such as homeland security, nuclear physics, life sciences, medical imaging [3] as well as treatment monitoring [4,5].

Throughout the last century, PMTs have been thoroughly studied from theoretical, semi-empirical and statistical points of view [2,6,7], and many PMT models from diverse vendors were experimentally characterized in the literature. Likewise, behavioral circuit models [8–10] were deployed to optimize the voltage supply electronics [11]. Their robustness against radiation damage [12] and quickly changing count rates [13] is actively investigated.

For example, the space-charge effect [3,14] (where a densely packed electron cloud perturbs the accelerating electric field) is known to disturb the gain linearity [15,16] with high illumination. Likewise, the Earth’s or any external magnetic field influence the PMT gain and signal shape. However, there is a trend to explain these phenomena from a qualitative or empirical point of view, with only recent simulations of the effect of magnetic field on a microchannel plate detector [17].

To cover the gap, we have developed a framework to perform Monte Carlo (MC) simulations of the electron cascade within the vacuum of a PMT, as done also by [18]. On the one hand, the goal is to calculate basic PMT traits such as gain, rise time and transit time as function of supply voltage and external magnetostatic field, and to validate it with experimental measurements. On the other hand, we aim at establishing a solid, fast and generic simulation tool, so that it can be used in the future for:
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linking it to a Simulation Program with Integrated Circuit Emphasis (SPICE) [19] that optimizes the voltage divider [8] taking into account the dynode collection efficiency as well as the ripple of the high voltage supply,

- predicting the onset of space charge with high illumination conditions during short pulses, and

- studying the effect of rapidly changing external magnetic fields on the PMT gain and on the shielding efficiency.

In particular, these conditions appear in the field of prompt $\gamma$-ray measurements during proton therapy treatments: changing magnetic fields are produced for pencil-beam scanning and extremely high count rates reach uncollimated fields are produced for pencil-beam scanning and extremely high count rates reach uncollimated $\gamma$-ray detectors [20], especially in the case of detectors located coaxial to the beam and close to the irradiated area [21].

The manuscript is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the framework for the MC simulation of the electron cascade, namely the underlying physical processes 2.1 and the geometrical model on which Poisson’s equation is solved 2.2. In Section 3, we compare the simulation results with experimental measurements to validate the developed platform. In Section 4, we discuss the main findings and summarize the future research lines.

2. Simulation program

The simulation of the amplification and transport of electrons in a realistic PMT geometry is carried out by means of an in-house developed code based on the tracking of an electron within the device, whose motion is governed by the electrostatic field, cf. Section 2.1.

The underlying geometry, cf. Section 2.2, mimicks the 8-dynode linear-focused ø1.5” R13408-100 PMT from Hamamatsu (Hamamatsu, Japan), as shown in Fig. 1. The recommended electrode voltages are displayed in Table 1.

2.1. General considerations

The overview of the simulation code is represented in a flowchart in Fig. 2. It includes the emission of electrons in a PMT, electron transport, emission of secondary electrons and collection in the anode grid.

2.1.1. Emission

The emission of electrons in a PMT is produced in a photocathode that is located just behind a window (lens) that focuses incoming light. The photocathode is a semitransparent thin layer with a photoemissive material deposited on the inner surface of the window. It absorbs the optical photons and emits photoelectrons (with a certain probability or quantum efficiency, depending on the wavelength) because of the photovoltaic effect. In our code, it is assumed that electrons are uniformly emitted from the surface of the photocathode without kinetic energy.

2.1.2. Transport

The electron movement in a PMT is mainly affected by the electrostatic field, which depends on the electrode configuration and the voltage applied to each electrode. Consequently, the electron trajectories are determined by finding the potential distribution and solving the equation for motion: the Lorentz force. The electrostatic field can be calculated at the particle positions by means of an interpolation between mesh points (cf. Section 2.2). Then, the non-relativistic Lorentz force acting on each particle is determined and the differential equation of motion is solved numerically for each electron by means of a leapfrog algorithm, specifically the Boris method [22,23] with time steps of 8 ps and neglecting space-charge effects. This procedure allows us to update the electron position and velocity within the PMT.

2.1.3. Secondary emission

The electrons are multiplied within the PMT when they impact on several electrodes (dynodes) that are covered with a layer of secondary emissive material. Thus, for each incident electron, each dynode emits a certain number of secondary electrons. As a consequence, after each position update it is checked if the particle collides with any electrode. When such an event occurs, the interaction between the electron and the metal surface is modeled by calculating the total SEY coefficient $\delta$ of the material that is the average number of electrons emitted per incident one. The SEY coefficient has been computed using the Modified Vaughan’s model [24,25] in which the SEY curve $\delta(E, \theta)$ as a function of the impacting electron kinetic energy $E$ and the incident angle $\theta$ with respect to the surface normal is given by

$$\delta(E, \theta) = \begin{cases} \delta_{\text{low}} & \text{for } \nu(E) < 0, \\ \delta_{\text{max}}(\theta) & \text{for } 0 \leq \nu(E) \leq 3.6, \\ \delta_{\text{max}}(\theta) \frac{\pi}{125} & \text{for } \nu(E) > 3.6, \end{cases}$$

where $\nu(E)$ is a dimensionless parameter, $\delta_{\text{low}} \in [0,1]$ is the SEY value at low impacting energies (typically close to the unity, because at these energies electrons are mainly reflected on the surface), $E_0$ is a parameter related to the work function, $k_e$ and $k_\gamma$ are factors related to the roughness of the surface, (normally close to 1), $\delta_{\text{max}}(E_{\text{max}})$ is the maximum SEY value, and $a$ is a material-dependent fit parameter. In the simulations, we will consider that the dynodes 3, 4 and 5 are made of CuBeO and the rest of dynodes of CsI$_2$Sh. The SEY curves of these materials are shown in Fig. 3 and have been fitted to the Modified Vaughan’s model based on the SEY curves (for normal incidence) shown in [3,26]. It can be seen that the SPICE behavioral models use a simplification ($\delta = rE^\beta$) that does not reproduce the shape of actual SEY curves.

Although the number of electrons emitted from the surface after a collision should be calculated using a Poisson or Polya [7] distribution with mean $\delta$, it has been checked that the results do not change if it is assumed that an exact number $\delta$ of electrons are released each time. This amplification is modeled considering one effective electron (with mass $M = N m_e$ and charge $Q = -N e$; $m_e$ and $e$ are the rest mass and charge of the electron), which represents a number $N$ of real electrons. The effective electron has the same charge-to-mass ratio as a single one, and consequently the dynamics of the effective electron is the same as that of an individual one. Hence, after $J$ impacts, the number of electrons associated to the effective electron is

$$N = \prod_{j=1}^{J} \delta_j,$$

where $\delta_j$ is the SEY value corresponding to the $j$th collision. If the impacting kinetic energy $E_j$ is lower than $E_0$, we consider that the
Table 1
Recommended voltage ratios between cathode, grid, dynodes, Acc and anode of the ⌀1.5'' R13448-100 PMT.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Electrodes</th>
<th>Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cathode</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grid</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dy1</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dy2</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dy3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dy4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dy5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dy6</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dy7</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dy8 (Acc)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anode</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1. Illustration of the PMT structure (detail of the dynode geometry on the right), as designed in FreeCAD. Note the cylindrical symmetry of the focusing electrode or grid and the acceleration electrode (Acc).

Fig. 2. Simulation code flowchart for each electron emitted from the cathode.

effective electron is elastically reflected in the surface (i.e. with the same energy and angle relative to the surface as on impact) with \( \delta = \delta_{\text{low}} \). Otherwise, if \( E > E_0 \), the departure energy \( E_{\text{out}} \) is calculated using a Rayleigh distribution [27]:

\[
E_{\text{out}} = \sigma_E \sqrt{2 \ln \eta_1},
\]

where \( \eta_1 \in [0,1] \) is a random number and \( \sigma_E \) is an empirical parameter, typically in the range of a few eV that is fitted to the experimental results. The direction of emission will be explained in Section 2.2, since it depends on the chosen geometrical model.

2.1.4. Collection

In a PMT the electron avalanche is collected in an anode grid providing an output signal. Nevertheless, as we use an effective model in our simulations we obtain the time that the \( n \)th original emitted electron takes to arrive to the anode and the number of electrons \( N_n \) that it represents. A total of \( N_T = 50,000 \) electrons are emitted (uniformly distributed) from the photocathode; the Gain is given by

\[
\text{Gain} = \frac{\sum_{n=1}^{K} N_n}{N_T},
\]

where \( K \leq N_T \) is the number of effective electrons that are collected in the anode. There are some electrons that are lost in the aperture between dynodes or have a huge number of impacts at lower energies \( (E < E_0) \) with \( \delta < 1 \). For this reason, if a maximum simulation time

Fig. 3. Simulated SEY curves using the Modified Vaughan’s model with \( \delta_{\text{low}} = 0.8, k_x = 1, k_y = 1, E_0 = 10 \text{eV}, E_{\text{max}} = 650 \text{eV}, \delta_{\text{max}} = 8.2 \) and \( a = 0.95 \) for CuBeO and \( \delta_{\text{low}} = 0.8, k_x = 1, k_y = 1, E_0 = 9.15 \text{eV}, E_{\text{max}} = 710 \text{eV}, \delta_{\text{max}} = 12.7 \) and \( a = 0.7377 \) for CsSb. The parameters for the curve derived from the Hamamatsu datasheet are \( r = 0.1423, \beta = 0.7219 \). The value of \( k_i \) will be fitted in Section 3.2.
of 30 ns is reached we assume that the effective electron will not be collected at the anode. The temporal figures of merit of the PMT are obtained by fitting a Gaussian curve to the histogram of the number of collected electrons as a function of transit time (cf. Fig. 7).

2.2. Geometry

In order to obtain a detailed internal image of the PMT, a Computed Tomography (CT) with a reconstructed voxel size of 50 μm × 50 μm × 200 μm has been acquired with a NAEOTOM Alpha scanner of Siemens Healthineers (Forchheim, Germany). The software 3D Slicer [28] was used to contour each electrode. Further high-resolution X-ray images were acquired with the small-animal SuperArgus PET/CT 4r scanner of Sedecal (Algete, España), with a panel pixel size of 75 μm × 75 μm. In this case, the reconstruction was performed using an in-house code based on the Reconstruction Toolkit (RTK) [29] and independently verified via MATLAB’s inverse radon transform (out of the Image Processing Toolbox) [30] by MathWorks (version 2022b). Information from both CT scans as well as direct measurements with a calliper were then combined to retrace the PMT geometry in a simplified parametric manner (with an estimated uncertainty of 0.3 mm), deploying the 3D computer-aided design modeler FreeCAD [31], cf. Fig. 1. Finally, the 3D geometry was exported as separate files in STereoLithography (STL) format for each electrode.

To perform the simulations, we have followed three different strategies (3D, 2D and 2.5D) based on the original 3D geometry, and their differences are described below. An animated simulation of the electron transport is included in the supplementary materials (Fig. S1).

2.2.1. 3D strategy

A quadractic tetrahedral mesh was defined in MATLAB using as underlying geometry the imported STL file triangles. The electrostatic field is computed in the mesh by solving Poisson’s equation (Dirichlet boundary conditions applied on the electrodes’ surface at their supplied voltage) with MATLAB’s Partial Differential Equation Toolbox [30] by MathWorks (version 2022b), which is based on finite element analysis. It is important to remark that the mesh triangles near the anode region have to be extremely fine: a value equal or smaller than 0.2 mm for parameter mesh target size on selected faces is needed; for the remaining 3D geometry a value of 2 mm of the parameter dimax (upper bound on the mesh edge lengths) is sufficient.

At each time step it is checked if the particle collides with the 3D geometry of any electrode via Tuszyński’s in_polyhedron function [32]. The direction of the emitted secondary electrons is obtained assuming a local spherical coordinate system centered at the impact point of the electron and calculating the polar angle (respect to the normal of the surface) and azimuthal angle using the 3D cosine law [33] and a uniform probability density, respectively

$$\theta_{\text{out}} = \arcsin(\sqrt{u_2}).$$

$$\varphi_{\text{out}} = 2\pi u_3,$$

where $u_i \in [0,1]$ are random numbers.

2.2.2. 2D strategy

In this case, the 3D PMT geometry of the STL was reduced to a 2D geometry by calculating its intersection with the plane $y = 0$ (cf. Fig. 4(b)). Here, the Poisson Superfish software [34], which is a code capable of solving 2D electrostatic geometries quickly is used to calculate the electrostatic fields. As the trajectories of the effective electrons are confined in the plane $y = 0$, the transport and amplification algorithm comprises the following differences with respect to the 3D strategy:

- Electrons are emitted from the cathode, which in this model is an arc line.

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\caption{Time of computation required to calculate the electrostatic fields (Poisson’s equation) and to run each simulation (electron transport and amplification) of the $N_e = 50000$ emitted electrons, at a supply voltage of $U = -1500$ V. Note that the time reported in the “Electron simulation” column is roughly proportional to the electron transit time: at $U = -700$ V, these values almost double. The simulations were performed employing a standard desktop computer (Intel Core i7-6700 K, 4.00 GHz, 16-GB RAM).}
\begin{tabular}{|l|l|l|l|}
\hline
Strategy & Field calculation & Electron simulation & Total simulation \\
\hline
2D & ~1 min & ~1 h & ~1 h \\
2.5D & ~1 min & ~1 h & ~1 h \\
3D & ~4 h & ~3 h & ~7 h \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}

• The 3D cosine law is changed by the 2D cosine law [33]:

$$\theta_{\text{out}} = \arcsin(u_2).$$

The angle $\theta_{\text{out}}$ is chosen clockwise or counterclockwise randomly with respect to the normal, and $\varphi_{\text{out}}$ is not computed.

2.2.3. 2.5D strategy

This case also calculates the intersection of the 3D geometry with the plane $y = 0$, but extrudes the resulting projection infinitely in $y$. In other words, it is assumed that the 2D geometry is invariant in the perpendicular direction to the 2D plane. Therefore, this resembles the 2D strategy: the electrostatic field solution is that of the 2D model, with the difference that electrons can move in 3D. Only the coordinates $(x,z)$ of the electron’s position are used to evaluate the electrostatic field and for checking if the electron impacts on an electrode. In order to allow the movement in 3D, the direction of emission of the electrons is calculated as in the 3D strategy given by Eqs. (8)–(9). It is worth noting that the emission points on the photocathode are sampled randomly along an arc contained in the plane $y = 0$. Hence, the coordinate $y$ of the electron can only vary (move in 3D) after bouncing on the first dynode.

The main advantage of the 2D and 2.5D strategies is the simplicity of a 2D geometry compared to the real 3D geometry. Consequently, the algorithms are simpler to implement and the simulations are much faster (see Table 2), especially while solving Poisson’s equation and identifying the impact on an electrode. In the following section, we will compare the obtained results using the three strategies and we will study under what conditions the simulations using the complete 3D model can be approximated by the 2D or 2.5D strategies.

Note that, in Sections 3.2 and 3.4, the parameters $\phi_y$, $k_y$ and the external magnetostatic field $\vec{B}_e$ just affect the electron transport and amplification equations. They do not change the electrostatic field solution; hence, to increase the total simulation speed, the calculated fields will be calculated once, stored, and reloaded each time a parameter is changed.

3. Results

3.1. Electrostatic fields

Firstly, the electrostatic field solution obtained using the 3D and 2D strategies are compared. Fig. 4(a) shows the equipotential lines in the plane $y = 0$ if the electrostatic problem is solved with MATLAB using the 3D geometry and Fig. 4(b) shows the equipotential lines if the electrostatic problem is solved with Poisson Superfish using the 2D geometry. (We also calculated it in 2D with MATLAB, with negligible differences (always smaller than 1 V) compared to Superfish, checking that both Poisson’s equation solvers are compatible.) On the one hand, it can be seen that the main differences between 3D and 2D (cf. Fig. 4(c)) are produced in the region between the cathode and the first dynode because the cathode, grid and Acc have cylindrical geometry that cannot be properly taken into account in the 2D projection. This oversimplification causes the electrons emitted from the cathode to reach the first dynode earlier in time, cf. Figs. 5(a) and S2.
other hand, the difference in the electrostatic potential in the dynodes’ region is rather small: ≤0.5 V between Dy2 and Dy6, and ≤15 V near the anode; here the electron trajectories will be comparable.

### 3.2. Optimized parameters

We have described before two free parameters of the physics model: $k_j$ that is close to the unity and is related to the angular dependence of the SEY; and $\sigma_k$ that is typically of a few eV and is related to the energy of the emitted electrons. These parameters can be finely adjusted in order to fit the simulation results to the reference datasheet of the PMT: an electron transit time of 13 ns and a gain of $3.8 \times 10^3$ for a supply voltage $U$ of −1500 V. Fig. 5 shows the electron transit time and gain as a function of $\sigma_k$ for $k_j = 1$. Thus, to fit the transit time in the 3D strategy, the optimal value is $\sigma_k = 2.2$ eV, and to fit the gain it can be seen that the other optimal value is $k_j = 1.11$ and $k_j = 1.28$ (both for CuBeo and CsSb) for the 3D and 2.5D strategies, respectively. The optimal value for $k_j$ for the 2D approach is too high to be physically possible, so we will take a value of $k_j = 1$ for future plots.

Hence, these simulations serve as a comparison of the strategies presented. It can be seen that the 2D approach underestimates the gain compared to the 2.5D and 3D strategies. This is mainly due to two factors: (i) the 2D cosine law provides larger angles with respect to the surface normal compared to 3D cosine law, which means that more electrons are lost between the slits of the dynodes; and (ii) the impacting angle with respect to the normal of the dynodes is smaller by not taking into account the 3D trajectory of the electrons. Therefore, the 2D strategy is not a good approximation to simulate the amplification of electrons in a PMT. Note that the discrepancy in the gain between the 2.5D and 3D approaches is not too high: lower than 10% if the same value of $k_j$ is used in both strategies. On the other hand, it can be seen that the 2D and 2.5D strategies underestimate the transit time compared to the 3D approach. As previously mentioned, this discrepancy is basically due to the difference between 3D and 2D electrostatic fields in the area from the cathode to the first dynode.

### 3.3. Effect of supply voltage

We studied the PMT gain and the temporal magnitudes as a function of the supply voltage for the different strategies using the optimized parameters, and compare it with experimental measurements using an HVLAB3000 from ET Enterprises (Uxbridge, UK) as negative high voltage supply (1 V nominal precision). The DC-coupled voltage divider was manufactured by IGFAE following the standard ratios (cf. Table 1). The anode signal was digitized with an 8-bit 2.5 GHz WaveRunner 625Zi oscilloscope operating at sampling rates between 2.5 and 40 Gsps, and the raw waveforms were processed off-line. Each data acquisition consisted of at least 10000 waveforms to minimize the statistical error; the experimental uncertainty was thus dominated by systematic factors like the empirical calibration of the PMT gain and the electron transit time at a fixed voltage, as well as the electronic noise when measuring at very low tube voltages (PMT gains). Some measurements were performed with the bare PMT inside a dark box or in front of a pulsed LED [35], whereas other measurements were performed with the PMT optically coupled to a CeBr$_3$ monolithic scintillation crystal (ø1”×1”). The uncertainties in the simulations are equally dominated by systematic effects, such as the contouring of the dynode geometry and the finite element mesh size.

As it can be seen in Fig. 6(a), the gains obtained in the simulations with the 2.5D and 3D strategies are in good agreement with the experimental measurements, although there is a discrepancy at lower voltages because the SEY curve of the materials is probably underestimated with respect to the real one. The relative gain deviation between the 2.5D or 3D strategy and the reference values from the Hamamatsu datasheet is smaller than 10% within the range $U \in [-1750, -1000]$ V. Besides, the non-linearity in the experimental gain at higher voltages cannot be explained with the simulations since it stems from variations in the dynodes’ voltages due to the currents flowing into the passive divider network of the PMT supply [8]. As previously discussed, the 2D approach is not a good approximation in order to simulate the amplification of electrons in the PMT.

On the other hand, the electron transit time as a function of the voltage (Fig. 6(b)) is satisfactorily described with the simulations, although the 2D and 2.5D strategies underestimate it (a 3%–4% compared to the 3D strategy). Furthermore, the rise time (10%–90%) as a function of the supply voltage (Fig. 6(c)) calculated using the 3D approach is in very good agreement (within 8% over the whole range) with the experimental measurements with dark counts, whereas the 2D and 2.5D strategies overestimate the rise time (by minimum 3% and
Fig. 5. PMT traits as a function of the parameter $\sigma_E$ for the 3D, 2.5D and 2D strategies at a supply voltage $U$ of $-1500$ V and $k_\delta = 1$.

Fig. 6. PMT traits as a function of the supply voltage $U$ for the optimized parameters $\sigma_E = 2.2$ eV and $k_\delta = 1.11$ (3D), $k_\delta = 1.28$ (2.5D), $k_\delta = 1$ (2D, not optimal) for the 3D, 2.5D and 2D strategies compared with experimental measurements (PMT in darkness or in front of a pulsed LED [35], or coupled with a CeBr$_3$ crystal and in front of a $^{22}$Na source). Fig. 6(d) shows the results only for the 3D strategy; the FWHM for Dy8 is obtained by a Gaussian fit of the first peak in the time spread pulse (cf. Fig. S2).
maximum 27%). Similar percentage errors in these figures of merit are obtained in [18] with a completely independent code (based on an individual electron model and using COMSOL Multiphysics® [36] instead of an effective electron model and MATLAB/Superfish) and PMT models (from ET Enterprises instead of Hamamatsu). It can be seen that the simulated values underestimate the rise time compared to the experimental measurements with a CeBr3 crystal although they follow a similar trend. This result most probably stems from the spread of scintillation photons inside the crystal. In the measurements with dark counts (no crystal, no 22Na source), this effect is absent, which explains their better agreement with the simulations.

Fig. 6(d) depicts the time spread of the pulses collected at each dynode and the anode using the 3D strategy, showing that, in general, these pulses broaden as electrons move from one dynode to the next. The FWHM of the anode pulse as a function of the supply voltage is in good agreement (within 15% over the whole range) with the experimental measurements with dark counts. The 2D and 2.5D strategies provide slightly larger values than the 3D strategy (cf. Fig. S2), similarly to the trend in the rise time. It is worth noting that Fig. 6(d) can be employed to estimate the jitter in the transit time. Actually, the jitter stems from statistical fluctuations of the paths described by the electrons that are produced when there is still a small number of real electrons within the PMT. Thus, the major contribution to the jitter in the electron transit time arises from the different trajectories that electrons follow from the cathode to the first dynode [2], but also from the first dynode to the second (since the distance between these dynodes is also large in the studied PMT, cf. Fig. 1). Therefore, the jitter in the transit time may be estimated as the FWHM of the collected pulse at the second dynode. Fig. 6(d) shows that the jitter (FWHM) in the transit time given by the manufacturer (210 ps at $U = -1500$ V) agrees well with the FWHM of the pulse at the second dynode. The simulated value is probably underestimating the real value because of the small contribution to the jitter in the transit time due to the electron transport from the second to the following dynodes.

For completeness, Fig. 7 shows some examples of the histograms of the number of electrons collected in the anode as a function of the transit time that we obtain in the simulations performed with the 3D strategy. They are compared to the corresponding experimental measurements (with dark counts). The oscillations after the main pulse are an artifact due to the measurement electronics.

3.4. Effect of an external magnetostatic field

Finally, the effect of an external magnetostatic field $\vec{B}$ in the operation of the PMT is studied, assuming that no magnetic shield is deployed around it. Fig. 8 shows the variation of the gain in the presence of an external magnetic field in the three directions of space. Results are qualitatively similar to the vendor’s reference data: the effect of a magnetostatic field on the $y$-axis is most critical and less important on the $z$-axis. On the other hand, the results obtained with the 3D strategy are the most similar to the ones provided by Hamamatsu, although the differences with the other approaches are not too marked.

4. Conclusions

In this work, the transport and amplification of electrons in a PMT has been studied by means of numerical simulations performed with an in-house developed code (in MATLAB) obtaining a good agreement with experimental measurements. Three different strategies have been implemented and compared. The 3D strategy provides the best results compared to the experimental measurements since it is the only approach that takes into account the 3D geometry of the PMT, whereas the 2D strategy is not sufficient to describe the amplification of the electrons. Nevertheless, the 2.5D approach is a good approximation for studying the gain in the absence of an external magnetic field, with a much lower computational cost.

The conducted simulations cannot explain the non-linearity at higher voltages observed experimentally, whose reason is the instability of the dynodes’ voltages due to the currents flowing through the passive divider network of the PMT high voltage supply [8]. For this reason, the integration of the electromagnetic MC simulations with behavioral circuit simulation is foreseen. In this sense, the 2.5D strategy is postulated as a good candidate to perform these hybrid simulations including iterations. In the future, for fully emulating $\gamma$-ray detectors coupled with fast PMTs, we plan to convolve the result of the electromagnetic simulation with the optical MC simulation of photon transport in monolithic scintillation crystals. Furthermore, when deploying these detectors in prompt $\gamma$-ray based range verification in proton therapy, very high count rates in short bursts and changing magnetic fields are expected, and the incorporation of the space-charge and transient magnetic fields into the electromagnetic simulation will be necessary.
Fig. 8. Relative PMT gain without magnetic shield (normalized to the gain in absence of magnetic field) as a function of an external magnetostatic field for a supply voltage $U$ of $-1500$ V and the optimized parameters $\sigma_E = 2.2$ eV and $k_\delta = 1.11$ (3D), $k_\delta = 1.28$ (2.5D), $k_\delta = 1$ (2D, not optimal). The results obtained with the different simulation strategies are compared with the experimental data provided by Hamamatsu.
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